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Abstract
In this work, an existing generator for layout of Static Random Access
Memory (SRAM) is improved. The tool is completed with a block
decoder, which was missing when the thesis started. A feature of gen-
erating schematic files is also added. The schematics are important to
get a better overview, to test parts properly, and enable Layout versus
Schematics (LVS) checks.

The main focus of this thesis work is to implement and evaluate a new
SRAM cell, called Zero Aware Asymmetric SRAM cell. This cell
saves major power when zeros are stored. Furthermore the pull-up cir-
cuit is modified to be less power consuming. Other parts are also mod-
ified to fit the new memory cell.

Several minor flaws are corrected in the layout generator. It does still
not produce a complete memory without manual interventions, but it
does at least create all parts with one command. Several tests, includ-
ing Design Rule Checks (DRC) and LVS checks, are carried out both
on minor and larger parts. Development of documentation that makes
it easier for users and developers to use and understand the tool is initi-
ated.
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1  
Introduction

1.1  Background
This thesis work has been carried out at the division of Electronics Sys-
tems at Linköping Institute of Technology (ISY). The division focuses
its research on design and implementation of signal processing and
communication systems. The research is concentrated on digital signal
processing (DSP) systems, analog and digital filters as well as mixed
signal circuits. In DSP systems, random access memories (RAM) are
often needed and the division of Electronics Systems needs to have ac-
cess to low-power RAMs of different sizes. It is within this framework
that a RAM generator has been developed.

The development of the generator was started as a thesis work by Deb-
orah Capello in 2002/2003 [1]. She was later employed one year by
Linköping University to complete her work. The writer of this report
was assigned to add some new features to the generator. Those features
are listed below. 

• To complete the block decoder.
• To evaluate and implement a new SRAM cell, called Zero-Aware

Asymmetric SRAM cell.
• To create a schematic generator.

The reader of this thesis is expected to have basic technical knowledge
of electronic design. It is furthermore advised to read [1] adhere to this
thesis.
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1.2  Memories
A memory used in electronical devices stores data in a matrix of cells.
The data consists of a logical "1" or "0". There exist a number of differ-
ent types of memories. An explanation of the most common types is
given below.

A memory where we can read the stored data only is called Read-Only
Memory (ROM). These memories are often used in applications where
it is crucial that the information will not be erased accidentally or lost
when the power is turned off. More commonly is that changes are al-
lowed as well, i.e. new information can be written to the memory cell.
These memories are called Read-Write Memory (RWM). Ideally, ac-
cess to data takes the same amount of time no matter what stored data
is being accessed. For this reason a commonly used definition for this
kind of memory is Random Access Memory (RAM). Note that a RAM
is, in difference to ROM, volatile i.e. the data is lost when the supply
voltage is turned off. In Figure 1, an overview of semiconductor mem-
ory relations are shown. The generator developed in this work creates a
SRAM memory.

Figure 1 - Overview of different memories.

Semiconductor Memories 

Read-Only Memory (ROM) 

Mask programmed 

Programmable ROM 

(PROM)

Erasable PROM (EPROM) 

Electrically Erasable PROM 

(EEPROM)

Read/Write (R/W) Memory or 

Random Access Memory (RAM) 

Static RAM 

(SRAM)

Dynamic RAM 

(DRAM)
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1.3  Abbreviations
Below is a list of abbreviations used in this thesis.

BL Bit Line
CMOS Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor
DRC Design Rule Check
DSP Digital Signal Processing
ISY Institute of Technology
LVS Layout Versus Schematic
RAM Random Access Memory
ROM Read Only Memory
RWL Read Word Line
RWM Read Write Memory
SA Sense Amplifier
SRAM Static RAM
VDD Supply voltage
VGND Ground
WL Word Line
WS Write Select
WWL Write Word Line
WZ Write Zero
ZA Zero Aware
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2
Software

This chapter describes the software used in this thesis work.

2.1  The electronic design tool Cadence
The Cadence electronic design package is a package used for electronic
hardware design. This package is the standard package used for elec-
tronic design at Electronic Systems and it has been the main tool used
in this project. 

When working with Cadence we uses different views for description
of our components. Bellow are the most relevant ones described.

2.1.1  Schematic
Schematic is a view where symbols are used to represent transistors etc.
These symbols can be connected together, by drawing wires, to larger
parts. The function of the parts can be tested by extracting a net list and
run a simulation with Affirma simulation tool.

The main advantage with the schematic is that components easily
can be created and tested.

2.1.2  Layout
The layout view is where the files that are used in fabrication of chips
and components are creates. When the schematic has been made and the
part functionality is verified, the layout is created using the schematic
as a template. The layout files describe the different objects with layers
of materials given specific shape, size and position. The choice of layers
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and shape depends on the specific function. Each object can be given a
name and each object are given a database number so that the objects
can be uniqely identified by the software.

To make the layout work correct, design rules must be followed. These
design rules make sure that, e.g. two wires are not placed to close to-
gether and similar. A Design Rule Check (DRC) can be made in Ca-
dence to control that the rules are being followed.

2.2  The script language Skill
The Skill language is used to generate layout/schematic files from pro-
gram code. This is very useful when creating dynamic parts i.e. when
the physical sizes of parts vary from case to case. Skill uses common,
C-like, commands such as if, when, while, for. Skill also use some spe-
cific features for hardware design. As mentioned earlier, every object is
given a database number. By these unique numbers every object can be
manipulated, resized, moved, named or aligned to each other.

In Appendix A a reference list of common commands can be found.
Every available commands can be found in Cadence help. To receive a
deeper knowledge of the Skill language it is recommended to read [5]
or similar documentation.
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3 
Functions of the SRAM memory

A lot of work had already been done to the generator when this thesis
work started. In this chapter follows a description of the original parts
done and how they work.

3.1  SRAM-cell
The SRAM-cell is the core of the memory. It is here the data bit is
stored. In this generator we use the Full CMOS SRAM cell model[1].

In a Full CMOS SRAM cell, CMOS inverters are used instead of a re-
sistive load. The cell has therefore 6 transistors. This affects the cells
area negatively, but are less of a problem with current processes. What
makes this cell good is the large noise margins and operation at low sup-
ply voltage [1].

Figure 2 - Full CMOS SRAM cell

WL

BLBL

P2P1

N1 N2

Inv BInv A

Node B

Node A

N3
N4
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3.1.1  Operation of a SRAM cell
The basic structure of a SRAM cell consists of two cross-coupled in-
verters creating a latch. The latch has two stable operation points which
are used to store a value. To perform read and write operations we use
two nMOS transistors as switches controlled by a so called word line
(WL). When the WL is equal to logic “0”, the two switches are turned
off. The latch circuit will at this point preserve the stored data. When the
WL is equal to logic “1” the switches are turned on and we can read or
write to the cell with help of two complementary bit lines, bit line (BL)
and bit line (BL). These bitlines are charged to logic “1” by the pull-up
circuit before any operation is made in the cell.

Write “1” operation:
The voltage level of BL is forced to logic-low by the data-write circuit-
ry. The driver transistor N1 turns off. The voltage in node A attains a
logic-high level, while node B goes low.

Read “1” operation:
The voltage of BL retain its precharged level while the voltage of BL is
pulled down by N2 and N4. The data-read circuitry detects the small
voltage difference (VBL > VBL) and amplifies it as a logic “1” data out-
put.

Write “0” operation: 
The voltage level of BL is forced to logic-low by the data-write circuit-
ry. The driver transistor N2 turns off. The voltage in node B attains a
logic-high level, while node A goes low.

Read “0” operation:
The voltage of BL retain its precharged level while the voltage of BL is
pulled down by N1 and N3. The data-read circuitry detects the small
voltage difference (VBL < VBL) and amplifies it as a logic “0” data out-
put [1, 3]. 

3.2  Row decoder
A row decoder takes nA address signals and returns an enable signal on
one of its  outputs, which is used to activate the right row in the mem-
ory array. Each output is activated by a certain combination of address-
es. For example, if nA = 6, which gives us 64 different combinations,

2
nA
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and the output to activate is number 10, the binary address will be A =
(001010). In order to activate output 10, the following function is im-
plemented.

For every row we need to implement a different function, i.e., 64 func-
tions in total for this case.

In the developed generator we use a clocked NOR decoder.

Figure 3 - Clocked NOR decoder, adapted from [4].

What makes the clocked NOR decoder different from other decoders is
the two clocks. With these clocks the decoder can be deactivated when
it is not being used, no matter what the address signals are, by keeping
the clock low.

An inverter is added at the output to create an enable-low output signal.
The feedback to a p-transistor is for speeding up the charging of the
node during precharge [1].

3.3  Enable circuit 
The enable circuit takes the output from the row decoder and an enable
signal from the block decoder to create the wordline signal (WL) which

OUT10 A5 A4 A3 A2 A1 A0+ + + + +=
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is used when reading or writing to the cell. The circuit is also buffering
up and timing the output signal. It is also power efficient [1].

Figure 4 - Word Line Enable circuit, adapted from [4].

3.4  Sense amplifier 
The Sense Amplifier (SA) is used when reading from the cell. When
reading from a cell the signal difference between BL and BL is in the
order of a few mV and the capacitive load on the lines is large. This
means that the SA must be able to amplify very low swing signals with
large capacitances on the input lines.

In this generator we use a buffered sense amplifier. This type of ampli-
fier work well when the ratio between VDD and the threshold voltage is
low.

The SA is activated by a low-enable signal connected to M5. When M5
is disabled, M1 and M2 is conducting and the output are low. The NOR
gate outputs a high signal which disables the buffer. When a read is
made current flows through M5 to feed the amplifier. A differential
voltage on the bit lines is amplified due to transconductance of M1 and
M2, and due to positive feedback load from M3 and M4.
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When any of the output nodes becomes high, the NOR gate activates the
buffer and a non-differential signal is found on the output. The second-
ary sensing eliminates false bus transitions and thus saves power. Ac-
cording to [4], extra circuitry to make this SA glitch-free is necessary.
Such circuitry is not implemented in the generator [1, 4].

Figure 5 - Buffered Sense Amplifier, adapted from [4].

If a resizing of the amplifier turns out to be necessary, the designer
should have these rules of thumb in mind.

• Symmetry must be kept in the sizes, i.e., WM1 = WM2, WM3 = WM4.
• The lengths of the transistors should be larger than ,

where  in the used process.
• The width of the enable transistor must be twice as large as the tran-

sistor it is connected to.

Furthermore, the following relationships must be taken into account.
• Smaller input transistors makes the capacitance smaller at the input.
• Larger input transistors makes larger amplification.

3.5  Write circuit
This circuit makes writing to a cell possible. In this generator a single-
ended write circuit is used. This circuit has two inputs, the data signal

1 5, Lmin×

Lmin 0 18μm,=
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and an enable signal. The enable signal is active-low. When the data sig-
nal is ‘0’ the lower NOR gate will be high on the output and activate the
transistor connecting BL to VGND. BL will be discharged and a ‘0’ is
written in the cell. When the data signal is ‘1’ the output to the upper
NOR gate will be high, which turns on the transistor connecting BL to
VGND. BL is discharged and a logical ‘1’ is written to the cell.

The output of the NOR gates can be connected to several BL or BL
switches if necessary [1].

Figure 6 - Write circuit, adapted from [2].

3.6  Pull-up circuit
The pull-up circuit restores the original voltage level on the bit lines af-
ter a read or write operation. In the developed generator a simple pull-
up circuit is used. As soon as the value on the bitlines drops the pull-up
will conduct to VDD and restore the voltage in the lines. A major disad-
vantage with this circuit is that when other circuits discharges the lines,
the pull-up charges them. A connection between VDD and VGND is cre-
ated, and unnecessary power is consumed. To counter this phenomena
the size of the trasistor is kept to a minimum.

A better solution to the problem is to use the switchable pull-up circuit,
shown in figure 7(B), instead. Here the gates are controlled by an enable
signal and a third transistor is added to make sure that the two lines have

COL ENABLE

BL BL

WRITE

DATA
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the same charge. Because of the enable signal we can control the pull-
up and make sure it is only active when we do not have a contact be-
tween VDD and VGND. Hence the transistor size can be large which
speeds up the recharge [1].

Figure 7 - Pull-up circuits.
(A) Schematic of the pull-up block used in the generator.

(B) Switchable pull-up circuit.

3.7  Hierarchical bank structure
The hierarchical bank structure used in the generator is a structure that
can be resembled as a tree. The leaves are banks that will be described
further in Section 3.8. These banks are connected two and two with a
decoder placed at the input to the banks. The decoder decodes the ad-
dress signals and activates one of the two banks. In the generator a bank,
or leaf, is called “Segment1”. Each node of higher level is called
Segment2, Segment3 and so on, until the highest level is reached, which
is called floorplan. From now on the banks will be referred to as
Segment1.

Figure 8 shows a structure where the large boxes represent the banks
and the small boxes represents the decoders. The dark arrows show a
possible path when entering a bank. In addition to the decoders there
will be buffers to buffer up the signals because of the long paths.
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Figure 8 - Hierarchical bank structure.

3.8  Partitioned memory architecture
This section describes Segment1 which was discussed in the previous
section. Segment1 consists of a block decoder and a number of parti-
tions. The number of partitions we have in each Segment1 depends on
the word size of the array, see Table 1.
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Only one partition is active in each cycle, activated by the block decod-
er. This is illustrated in figure 9. The area named Block represents a par-
tition (see next section). The figure is however not completely accurate 
as the partitions are grouped two and two in the actual tool, sharing 
same row decoder.

Figure 9 - Partitioned memory architecture.

3.9  Partition
The partition is where we have a memory array and all needed circuits
to work properly, such as row decoder, pull-up circuit, write circuit and
read circuit. These circuits are the ones that have been discussed earlier
in this chapter. The whole partition is shown in figure 10. The circuits
are activated in right order by control signals coming from the input cir-
cuit of the memory.

Number of words Number of partitions

8 16

16 8

32 4

48 2

Table 1: Number of partitions in Segment1.
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Figure 10 - Partition.
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4
Block decoder

The block decoder has two purposes. The first is to decode and access
one partition in Segment1 from a number of address signals. The parti-
tion to access depends on the address. The second purpose is to buffer
the control signals.

As an input to the decoder we have the addresses. As output we have an
activation signal for the row decoder, and an activation signal for the
rest of the partition.

As the number of partitions in Segment1 variates depending on the
word size, different amount of addresses are needed to make the decod-
ing successful. One address is needed if the amount of available parti-
tions is one or two. This is uncommon as one or two partitions are
created in very small memories only. More commonly is that the parti-
tions variates from four to sixteen. In these cases we need two to four
address signals.

4.1  Original solution
A theory which describes how this decoder should be designed was de-
veloped by [1]. [1] suggested that two different blocks should be used.
The first one, called and-block, consists of three logical gates; AND,
OR and inverter. The second, called center-block, consists of NOR
gates.
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The and-blocks was placed at the entrance to each partition couple and
should decode the activation of the right or the left partition.

The center-blocks was then placed in the signal-bus area and decode
which of the two-partitions that was to be activated. This circuitry are
shown in figure 11. Address signal A2 is an enable signal for the
decoder. 

Figure 11 - Block decoder for four partitions, original solution.

4.2  New solution
The new solution for the block decoder consists of three logical gates,
AND, OR and inverter. At the entrance of the decoder a number of in-
verters creates inverted address signals (the original address signals still

A2 A1 A0 GND Partition 
number

Boolean 
expression

1 0 0 0 0 (A2+A1)(A0+0)

1 0 1 0 1 (A2+A1)(A0+0)

1 1 0 0 2 (A2+A1)(A0+0)

1 1 1 0 3 (A2+A1)(A0+0)

Table 2: Address signals in the case of four partitions, original 
solution.

A1

A0

(A2+A1)(A0+0)

(A2+A1)(A0+0)

(A2+A1)(A0+0)

(A2+A1)(A0+0)

(A2+A1)

(A2+A1)

A2
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exists as well). At the end of the decoder, at each entrance to each par-
tition couple, two AND and one OR gate has been placed. One of the
AND gates activates the left partition and the other AND gate activates
the right partition. The OR gate activates the row decoder, if either of
the two partitions are activated.

There will now exist one AND gate to every partition. Each of these
have there own combination of address and/or inverted address signals
as input. See example in table 3.

Figure 12 - Block decoder for four partitions, new solution.

A1 A0 Partition 
number

Boolean 
expression

0 0 0 A1A0

0 1 1 A1A0

1 0 2 A1A0

1 1 3 A1A0

Table 3: Address signals in the case of four partitions, new solution.

A1

A0

A1A0

A1A0
A1A0

A1A0

A1

A1
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4.3  Implementation
The buffer part of the decoder was developed before this thesis work
started. Changes made to the buffer is given in section 5.3.4. The old
ideas of how the decoder should be designed was discarded, even
though they worked properly. It became clear that unnecessary circuitry
and an extra address signal were needed, see section 4.1. The decoder
was redesigned as described in the previous section.

AND/OR blocks are placed close to the buffer part at the inputs to the
partition. Inverter blocks are placed under address/control signal buses
in Segment1. Transistors of inverters are sized to its minimum and there
is a lot of space left for buffers to solve possible timing problems.

When creating a memory, if an error occurs during creation of the block
decoder, make sure to reload the “variables.il” file as a list is set to nil
there, before regenerating the memory.
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5 
Zero-aware asymmetric SRAM 

cell
When writing to a memory, a zero is written between 69 and 94 per
cent of the time. Therefore the zero-aware SRAM cell using an asym-
metric inverter pair, here called ZA cell, has been designed to reduce
power when writing a zero. The basic idea is to reduce the number of
times we have to recharge the bitlines in the memory array [2].

Figure 13 shows the schematics of the ZA cell and its relative signals,
where the write select (WS), write wordline (WWL) are used to select
a cell for writing, and the data line (WZ) is used when writing data
instead of the bitlines.

5.1  Operations of a ZA cell

The ZA cell is a further development from the full CMOS SRAM cell.
By adding two transistors (N3, N4), only one bitline is needed when
writing to the cell [2].

Read operation:
WWL is equal to logic “0” and the tail transistor N3 is turned on to ac-
tivate the Inv-B. We consider the cell with split read and write ports.
The read port has read wordline (RWL) for cell selection, which is dif-
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ferent from the write wordline (WWL). Therefore, the read operation of
the ZA cell is the same of a conventional cell.

Figure 13 - Zero Aware SRAM cell.

Write “1” operation:
To write “1” node B is set to logical “0” by setting WZ to “0” and as-
serting WWL. Here we have two cases, first writing “1” to “1” .
Then writing “0” to “1” .

When writing both node B and WZ are 0, no changes are
made.When writing ; access transistor N4 has much larger con-
ductance than P2. This makes it easy to flip the cell state from “0” to “1”
by discharging node B through N4 [2].

Write “0” operation:
To write “0” node B is set to logical “1” by setting WZ to VDD and as-
serting the WWL. There are two cases; writing “0” to “0”  and
writing “1” to “0” . 

RWL

WWL

WS

BL
(WZ)

BL

P2P1

N1 N2

N3

N4

Inv BInv A

Node B

Node A

1 1→( )
0 1→( )

1 1→
0 1→

0 0→( )
1 0→( )
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When writing  both node B and WZ are 1, no changes are made.
When writing ; instead of the boosted wordline technique used
in traditional cells, the ZA cell uses N3 to facilitate writing node B from
low to high. Because transistor N3 is turned off by WS before asserting
WWL, the pull-down path through driver transistor N2 is disconnected.
Therefore, it is easy to flip the cell state from “1” to “0” by charging
node B through N4 [2].

5.2  Implementation of the ZA cell
Ideally, this cell should be implemented on the same area as the old cell. 
The full CMOS cell consists of six transistors and the ZA cell consists 
of eight transistors. To fit these cells into the same area may sound im-
possible. Fortunately was the old cell not optimized in area. After a high 
design effort the eight transistor-cell achieved an increased height of 

 only.

With this increased height changes had to be made in the row decoder,
read enable and in the enable blocks, to make them fit together in
height.

5.3  Changes in other parts when implementing the ZA-
Cell
Due to the fact that three more signals are needed to control the ZA-cell
some changes had to be made in the enable, pull-up, write and block de-
coder blocks of the SRAM memory.

5.3.1  Enable circuit
The enable circuit had to be changed to fit the new control signals going 
to the ZA cell.

Read/Write word line:
In the traditional full CMOS cell a divided wordline are used for sign-
aling that either a read or write operation are made. In the ZA-cell we
use separate word lines for signaling when to read or to write. This was
accomplished by adding another Enable circuit. We now have two ena-
ble circuits on each side of the row decoder in each partition. One cell
is used to create the Read word line signal, and the other to create the
Write word line signal.

0 0→
1 0→

0 16μm,
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WS:
The WS-signal is used to activate the N3 transistor which is turned off
while writing to the circuit. The simplest way to do this is to invert the
WWL-signal. Hence an inverter was added to the enable circuit. The
new enable circuit is shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14 - Enable circuit.

5.3.2  Write circuit

WZ (BL):
The WZ-signal is used when writing to the ZA-cell instead of the BL,
BL signals used in the full CMOS cell. It is physically the same wire as
BL, but separated by name to avoid a mix-up when used for write and
when used for read. The WZ-signal is simply an inverted data signal i.e.
if we want to write ‘0’, WZ is set to ‘1’. This can actually simplify the
write circuit, by only needing one inverter for the data and one transistor
to activate the circuit, see section 7.6.

5.3.3  Pull-up circuit
The pull-up circuit has been changed from “simple pull-up” to a
“switchable pull-up circuit”. See figure 7.

With this new circuit we can switch the pull-up on and off. This is a ma-
jor power saver. In the old pull-up the circuit was shorted between VDD

WS

WWL

IN

Write
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and VGND each time a write or read operation took place. And the bit-
lines was always charged to VDD even if that part of the memory was
not used.

Now the pull-up is enabled after a write or read operation has taken
place and the bitlines are charged to VDD without shorting the circuit.

5.3.4  Block decoder
In the full CMOS cell we used three signals to signal when to read or
write. SA-enable was used to activate the Sense Amplifier circuit for
read operations. Write was used to activate the write circuit to write. En-
able was used to activate the wordline signal to read or write.

When using the ZA-cell the enable signal is no longer needed as we can
use the SA-enable signal to activate RWL and the write signal to acti-
vate WWL. The enable buffer is therefore used to activate the pull-up
circuit instead. However, the wiring between the block decoder buffer
and the pull-up circuit has not been implemented yet. 

5.4  Results
By looking at the consumed current the power consumption can be cal-
culated. Then, by comparing it with the old cell, a performance evalua-
tion is made. Note that the pull-up circuit had to be changed in both
cases. If the old pull-up circuit had been used we would had a difference
of power consumption that had been ridiculous large. This is due to that
the old pull-up asserted VDD as soon as the bit lines started to be pulled
down by other circuits. Also note that the signals used was made ideally
with a rise/fall time of 10 ps. This is not the case in reality.

Figure 15 and Figure 16 show the difference of consumed current in bit
lines between the old circuitry and the new.
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Figure 15 - Current consumption in bit lines when writing “1” to “1”, 
and “1” to “0” (old circuitry).

Figure 16 - Current consumption in bit lines when writing “1” to “1”, 
and “1” to “0” (ZA circuitry).

When writing to the cell with the old circuitry the same amount of cur-
rent was consumed, no matter if “1” or “0” was written. With the new
cell there are almost no used current when writing to zero.

Table 4 shows the consumed power of the pull-up circuit during differ-
ent write operations. Here 16 cells are written at the same time. When
compared with the old cell a major reduction was made while writing to
zero, as expected. When writing to one, larger variations was noticed.
Writing one to one do in fact consume more power than the old cell did.
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Only looking at the pull-up circuit may not give a fair comparison as
there are several other circuits in action. In table 5 the whole partition,
block decoder not included, with eight cells in a row is investigated.
On each bit line we have a load of 80 fF. Eight cells are the minimum
that can be used in the generator.

A few changes was made, but the results are almost the same as before.

In table 6 the number of cells have been increased to sixteen. These
results hardly changes at all from the results in table 5.

full CMOS Zero Aware Reduction

2.40 pWs 0.33 pWs 86%

1.81 pWs 0.025 pWs 98.6%

1.86 pWs 2.09 pWs -12.5%

2.43 pWs 1.81 pWs 25.5%

Table 4: Power consumption in pull-up while writing to sixteen cells.

full CMOS Zero Aware Reduction

3.16 pWs 0.27 pWs 91.6%

1.74 pWs 0.11 pWs 93.7%

1.72 pWs 2.20 pWs -27.5%

3.07 pWs 2.14 pWs 30.2%

Table 5: Power consumption while writing to a whole circuit, eight 
cells.

1 0→( )

0 0→( )

1 1→( )

0 1→( )

1 0→( )

0 0→( )

1 1→( )

0 1→( )
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The final test was made with 48 cells, which is the maximum number
of cells in a row. The results are presented in table 7.

This test gave the best result so far. A major power reduction is
obtained when writing to zero and only a slight power increase when
writing from one to one.

What makes our results to differ from [2] depends on that [2] use 0.35
 technology with a supply voltage of 3.3V and has 128 cells in a

row. We use 0.18 technology with a supply voltage of 1.55V and
have 8 to 48 cells on a row. There is also a very low probability that the
rest of our circuits look the same.

full CMOS Zero Aware Reduction

6.21 pWs 0.58 pWs 90.6%

3.47 pWs 0.18 pWs 94.8%

3.44 pWs 4.36 pWs -26.7%

6.03 pWs 4.25 pWs 30.5%

Table 6: Power consumption while writing to a whole circuit, 16 cells.

full CMOS Zero Aware Reduction

17.71 pWs 2.72 pAs 84.7%

10.62 pWs 0.46 pAs 95.7%

10.50 pWs 10.56 pAs -0.6%

17.66 pWs 12.66 pAs 28.3%

Table 7: Power consumption while writing to a whole circuit, 48 cells.

1 0→( )

0 0→( )

1 1→( )

0 1→( )

1 0→( )

0 0→( )

1 1→( )

0 1→( )

μm
μm
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6  
Schematic generator

Along with the generator for layout files a generator for schematic files
and symbols has been developed. The purpose is to obtain a better over-
view of the memory circuit, to make it easy to do circuit simulations,
and for LVS checks.

As with the layout files the schematic for the basic parts has been made
by hand. The generator then duplicates and connects different parts to-
gether depending on the memory size. In the layout some manual inter-
vention is required to make the memory complete. In the schematic
generation no manual interventions is required. As long as the delay cir-
cuits have been sized correctly the schematics of the memory are com-
plete.

Basic parts like NAND gates and inverters which are created in differ-
ent sizes to fit in layout are not given a schematic view. If schematics
are required on these parts, then those can be found in the “SRAM”
library.

6.1  LVS
When doing LVS checks to parts of the memory, remember to add VDD/
VGND pins. In most cases it is required to connect VDD/VGND wires as
well, as the parts are only supposed to work when the whole memory
has been put together. When this work is finished, make a net list with
help of the extraction tool. Save the layout and open the schematic. Each
schematic has to be “saved and checked” before starting a LVS, other-
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wise the LVS check will fail. When the schematic has been checked
open the LVS tool and make a LVS. The net lists will hopefully match.
If there are any problem during extraction or schematic check, make
sure to correct these before doing the actual LVS.

Sometimes the LVS fails anyway, and when this occur no error re-
port is written. The most common fault is that some schematic is not
“checked and saved”. An other common fault is that instances of lower
level have not been checked properly.

6.2  Simulation
Another advantage with schematics is that a testbench we can set up to
simulate the parts. Several testbenches can be found in the “/TEST-
BENCH/” library. The hardest part when creating a testbench is to time
input signals correct, and to put proper loads on outputs and wires.
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7  
Conclusions

This thesis work has been focusing on three different parts, i.e. finishing
the block decoder that was started by [1], creating a generator for sche-
matic files and implementing a Zero Aware SRAM cell. This chapter
contains a summary of the results.

7.1  Zero Aware SRAM cell
The implemented ZA cell differs slightly from the traditional Full
CMOS cell in such way that it has two more transistors which controls
whether the stored value should be changed or not.

Drawbacks with this cell are that the size of the cell is increased due to
the two transistors added and more control signals are also needed
(RWL and WWL instead of WL only). Hence more circuits are re-
quired, which increases the total area and affects the total power con-
sumption negatively.

On the other hand, the pull-up circuit has been changed in such a way
that the partition draws much less power. The write circuit uses one bit
line less and it is possible to improve this circuit even more. The control
signals have been changed so that the total amount of control signals is
the same as in the old memory.

The memory cell it self has a power reduction up to 95.7% when writing
to zero compared with the full CMOS cell. This is when all circuitry has
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been taken in to account, and using the new pull-up circuit in the con-
ventional memory as well. 

The results here are not as good as the results in [2]. This might be due
to several reasons. In [2] a  technology with 3.3V of supply
voltage is used and the memory has 128 cells in a row. We use a

 technology with 1.55V of supply voltage and have 8 to 48
rows. There is also a very low probability that the rest of our circuits
look the same.

In conclusion, even though the ZA-cell needs more area and more con-
trol signals it is more power efficient than the full CMOS cell. It is how-
ever recommended to use as large words as possible to achieve the
lowest power consumption.

7.2  Block decoder
Wires between parts in the decoder and parts after the buffer have not
been optimized and on several places wires have to be made or moved
by hand to avoid DRC errors. Naming of parts in the buffer part of the
decoder are also confusing as the block called “enable” no longer goes
to the enable block but to the pull-up circuit instead. This is because the
way the buffer part has been coded. It is to difficult to make this change
without to much work. As a result some details has been left for manual
interventions.

• A wire is drawn to the enable block. This wire should be moved to
the pull-up block instead.

• Read enable and enable should be connected to read and write.

• The so called “whole block” must be moved so it does not produce
make any DRC errors.

7.3  Schematic generator
The schematic generator works properly and creates schematics and
symbols to parts that earlier only was created in layout. The major draw-
back is that most of the layout files are not supposed to work on its own
and has therefore GND/VDD wires that are not connected in a proper
way to make LVS checks. Another drawback is that pins has to be added
manually in layout and ptap/ntap has to be added when doing a extrac-

0 35μm,

0 18μm,
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tion, see appendix B for more detailed information. Finally, the sche-
matic generator should be extended to work with the full CMOS cell as
well.

7.4  Buffers
There are several minor errors within the buffers. Most causes DRC er-
rors, others are missing wires. Some of the faults is presented in Appen-
dix B. The buffer code should be checked and fixed.

7.5  Pull-up circuit
The pull-up circuit has been changed from a “simple pull-up circuit” to
a “switchable pull-up circuit” as described in Section 3.6, and in [1]. A
schematic and layout have been made and can be found under “/SRAM/
pullup2”.

The pull-up circuit has been sized to its minimum. The VGND wire,
that was implemented in metal5 in the old pull-up circuit, has been
changed to metal2.

The new pull-up circuit works much better than the old one. With an
enable signal the circuits will not be shorted and unnecessary power
loss is avoided. It may however turn out to be necessary to change the
transistor sizes to achieve a satisfying speed of the memory.

Following changes should be done:

• Change the buffer part of the block decoder so the control-signal for
the pull-up block is renamed from “enable” to “pull-up”.

• Change in other necessary lists so that the signal name is changed in
the control circuit as well.

7.6  Write circuit
As the ZA cell does not need the bit line (BL) when writing, one tran-
sistor was removed. The rest of the circuit has been kept intact as before.

The write circuit works as it should. But it is a poorly chosen circuit.
Instead of the two NOR circuits an inverter should be added as sug-
gested in Figure 17. In this way we get the same performance but only
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using two transistors instead of eight. The full CMOS cell could proba-
bly use this write circuit as well.

For some reason are the write circuit needed to be named
“write_circuit”. Otherwise the data wires will not be automatically
drawn by the generator. This probably has to do with some list in the
programming and should be corrected.

Figure 17 - Write circuit.

7.7  Documentation of the generator
A better documentation of the code should be done. As it is now varia-
bles and lists have to be changed at several places when making chang-
es.

• Local and global variables has to be documented.

• All lists should be defined at a specific place and documented as
well.

• Functions co-relations should be documented and minimized.

It should be made clear where changes should be done when changing
or replacing parts. Especially those parts that are fully automated.

A start of the documentation can be found in appendix A of developers
manual [6].

Write

Data

WZ
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7.8  Other
It is suggested that a thesis is set up to make a complete memory to be
tested properly. A start of this has been made. A memory with 2048
words of 16 bits word length has been created in “/SRAM_final/”. Sev-
eral tests, shown in appendix B, have been made and several faults have
been corrected, mainly by hand in this memory only. This has been
made to create a memory template, so future developers can see how it
is supposed to look.
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Appendix A - Skill Language
Reference
This appendix includes a short description of all the commands used in
the code example. For a complete description please see the Cadence
on-line manual. Most of this appendix has been adapted from [5].

dbOpenCellViewByType
Open up a cell view. If the cell view does not exist a new one is created.
The line below shows how the command can be used to create a new
layout.

cv = dbOpenCellViewByType(“SRAM” “nand” “layout” “maskLay-
out” “w”)

Argument Explanation

“SRAM” This statement tells us that the design to open is 
located in the SRAM library.

“nand” "nand" is the name of the cell view.

“layout” Tells Cadence to create / open the design as a 
layout.

“maskLayout”

“w” This statement indicates in which mode the lay-
out is to be opened. In this case we want to open 
the design in write mode e.g. we want to start a 
new design. If we want to make changes to an 
existing design we will use the “a” as in append 
instead. If we only want to read the content of a 
design we will open it in read mode, “r”.

Table 8: dbOpenCellViewByType.
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The function returns the value as a pointer to the new design.

dbCreateInst
dbCreateInst creates an instance of an existing design in cell view.

andCell = dbCreateInst(cv and 'nil list(0 0) “R0” 1)

The function returns the value as a pointer to the new design.

rodAlign
rodAlign is used to align two objects to each other. In the example
shown in Figure 18-19 we use the rodAlign command to place one in-
stance on top of another. Our goal is to place the two reference points
xorCellRefPT and andCellRefPt at the same coordinate. A reference
point can be any shape in one of the instances that have a x- and y-co-
ordinate. Figure 18 shows the situation before the alignment.

Argument Explanation

cv The cellview where we want to insert the instance.

and The cellview that will be inserted as an instance in cv.

‘nil Here we can give a specific name to the new instance. 
In this case we do not want to name the instance.

list(0 0) Creates a list with the two coordinates of the insertion 
point.

“R0” The angel of rotation for the block to be inserted. Can 
be: R0, R90, R180, R270, MX, MXR90, MY, 
MYR90.

1 The number of instances to insert. If we have specified 
a name for the instance this will override the number 
of copies specified here because of the fact that all 
names in a design is unique.

Table 9: dbCreateInst.
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Figure 18 - rodAlign - before aligning.

The following call to the rodAlign function is executed.

Figure 19 - rodAlign - function example.

The corresponding result of this call is shown in Figure 20.

Figure 20 - rodAlign - after aligning.

rodAlign(
     ?alignObj         rodGetObj(xorCellRefPt cv)
     ?alignHandle   "centerCenter"
     ?refObj            rodGetObj(andCellRefPt cv)
     ?refHandle       "centerCenter"
     ?maintain         nil
)

xorCellRefPtandCellRefPt
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As the previous example above shown, the syntax is a little bit differ-
ent for ROD commands.

Before each argument there is an identifier which tells the ROD
command how to treat the incoming argument. For this example the fol-
lowing identifiers are recognized. All the identifiers starts with a ques-
tion mark. The real argument is placed right after the identifier.

Argument Explanation

?alignObj This identifier tells the ROD command that the argu-
ment that follows is a pointer to the first reference 
point. This reference point belongs to the object that 
will be moved.

?alignHandle Since the object given as reference point may have a 
certain area it is necessary to give further informa-
tion about the reference point. In this case we want 
to select the centre of the andCellRefPt object. This 
can be done by applying the handle “centerCenter” 
or “cC”. If we would like to select the lower left cor-
ner we would instead write “lowerLeft” or “lL”.

?refObj The object that will serve as the reference in the align 
operation. The object will not be moved.

?refHandle Same as the ?alignHandle but in this case the align 
handle for the reference object is given.

?maintain If this option i set to true the alignment will be kept 
when one of the objects is moved. If we for example 
move the reference-object in the layout editor the 
align-object will move along.

Table 10: rodAlign.
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rodCreateRect
This ROD command creates a rectangle in the selected cell view. In this
case the rectangle is given a pin name. A pointer to the ROD-object is
given as a result of this.

Figure 21 - rodCreateRect - function example.

  rodCreateRect(
     ?name              name
     ?layer layer
     ?width width
     ?length width
     ?origin center
     ?cvId cv
     ?pin t
     ?termName name
  )

Argument Explanation

?name The ROD-name for the rectangle.

?layer The layer of the rectangle.

?width Width of the rectangle.

?length Length of the rectangle.

?cvId The cell view in which the rectangle should be creat-
ed.

?pin If true a pin rectangle is created.

?termName The name of the pin (terminal).

Table 11: rodCreateRect.
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rodGetObj
The rodGetObj is used to retrieve a pointer to a ROD object.

rodobj = rodGetObj(name cv)

The return value of the rodGetObj function is a pointer to the ROD ob-
ject.

rodCreatePath
rodCreatePath creates a wire. In this case no width is specified for the
wire, hence the minimum width will be user.

Figure 22 - rodCretePath - function example.

Argument Explanation

name This argument is a string describing the location of the 
object. A typical description can look like this, “andx-
or/and/vdd1”, which will give us the vdd1 object lo-
cated in the and instance witch in turn is located in the 
andxor instance.

cv The cell view in which the object is located.

Table 12: rodobj.

  rodCreatePath(
     ?layer “MET2”
     ?pts list(term1~>”cC” car(term1~>”cC”): 
cadr(term2~>”cC”)  term2~>”cC”)
     ?cvId cv
  )
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There are a lot of other identifiers that can be used also, please see the
Cadence reference manual for a complete list.

sprintf
Sprintf is a useful command when creating strings for naming new
objects in the design.

sprintf(instancename “bitcell%n.%s” 1 “A”)

The result of the command line above is a symbol with the name
“bitcell1.A”.

Argument Explanation

?layer The metal layer that the wire will use.

?pts The points of development for the wire.

?cvId The cell view where to place the wire.

Table 13: rodCreatePath.

Argument Explanation

instancename The variable that will hold the resulting string.

“bit-
cell%n.%s”

The field which define the format of the string. This 
field may contain pure text e.g. “bitcell” but also 
formatting tags such as %n and %s. %n indicates 
that a number will be inserted at this position and 
%s that a string will be inserted.

1 “A” The remaining arguments will be the definitions for 
the formatting tags inserted in the formatting field. 
In this case %n will be replaced by the number “1” 
and %s by the letter “A”. Of course variables can 
be used here instead. 

Table 14: sprintf.
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leCreateContact
LeCreateContact creates a contact.

leCreateContact( cv “VIA_C” insertPt “R0”  0.5 0.5 1 1 0 0 “center” 
“center”)

Argument Explanation

cv The cellview in which the contact should be created.

“VIA_C” Type of contact (Same as when a contact is created 
manually).

insertPt The coordinates where the contact is placed.

“R0” Rotation.

0.5 The width of the contact.

0.5 The length of the contact.

1 Specifies the number of rows if an array of contacts is 
to be created.

1 Specifies the number of columns if an array of contacts 
is to be created.

0 Specifies the distance between the columns in a contact 
array.

0 Specifies the distance between the rows in a contact ar-
ray.

“center” Specifies the horizontal location of the contacts origin.

“center” Specifies the vertical location of the contacts origin.

Table 15: leCreateContact.
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schCreateWire
Creates a wire in schematic view.

schCreateWire(cv “route” “full” list(point1 point2) .0625 .0625 0)

Returns a list of database objects for each wire created.

Argument Explanation

cv The cell view in which the wire should be created.

entryMethod Can be “route” or “draw”. If set to route, the two 
first points in the list are taken in to account. If it is 
set to draw the wire is created using all points in the 
list. routeMethod is ignored.

routeMethod Can be “flight“, “direct” or “full”. If it is set to 
flight, flight lines are created between points. If it 
is set to direct or full, routing algorithms are ap-
plied to route wires between points.

list(point1 
point2)

The list of points between where the wire should be 
created.

.0625 Snap spacing in x direction.

.0625 Snap spacing in y direction.

0 Wire width. 0 indicates a line, larger than 0 speci-
fies a wide wire.

Table 16: schCreateWire.
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schCreateWireLabel
Creates a label to a wire in schematic.

schCreateWireLabel(cv car(inst_wire) label_point wire_name 
label_position label_rotation font .0625 nil)

Argument Explanation

cv The cell view in which the label is to be created.

car(inst_wire) Wire or pin on which to add the label. In this 
case inst_wire is a list.

label_point Location of the label.

wire_name Name to be given to the wire.

label_position Position of the label text. Can be upperLeft, up-
perCenter, upperRight, centerLeft, centerCent-
er, centerRight, lowerLeft, lowerCenter, 
lowerRight

label_rotation Orientation of the label. Can be: “R0”, “R90”, 
“R180”, “R270”, “MY”, “MYR90”, “MX”, 
“MXR90”.

font Font style of the label. Can be: euroStyle, fixed, 
gothic, math, roman, script, stick, swedish, mil-
Spec.

.0625 Height of the label.

nil Label alias flag, which specifies if a wire label 
has an alias or a normal net name. Can be: t, nil.

Table 17: schCreateWireLabel.
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schCreatePin
Creates a pin in schematic.

schCreatePin(cv pin_to_instert pin_name in_out nil _pin_point 
label_rotation)

Returns the ID of the new pin, nil if unsuccessful.

schSchemToPinList
Creates a pin list from a schematic.

schSchemToPinList(“myLib“ “myDesign” “schematic”)

Returns a pin list. nil if unsuccessful.

Argument Explanation

cv The cell view in which the pin should be created.

pin_to_instert Master cell view to which the pin instance refers.
example: pin_to_insert = dbOpenCellViewBy-
Type("basic" pin_type "symbol" "" "r")

pin_name Name of the pin.

in_out I/O direction of the pin. Can be “input“, “output”, 
“inputOutput” or “switch”.

nil Specifies whether the pin is a off sheet connector. 
Can be “t” or “nil”.

_pin_point Origin point where the pin shall be placed.

Table 18: schCreatePin.

Argument Explanation

myLib The library containing the schematic.

myDesign The cell containing the schematic.

schematic View containing the schematic.

Table 19: schSchemToPinList.
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schPinListToSymbol
Creates a symbol from a pin list.

schPinListToSymbol(“myLib” “myDesign” “symbol” pinList)

Argument Explanation

myLib The library where the symbol shall be saved.

myDesign The cell where the symbol shall be saved.

symbol The view where the symbol shall be saved.

pinList The pin list from which the symbol shall be created.

Table 20: schPinListToSymbol.
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Appendix B - DRC, Extraction 
and LVS checks.

This appendix presents a table of tests and possible faults that have to
be corrected to pass DRC, extraction, LVS tests. These tests have been
made on a memory with a size of 2048 words, each word consisting of
16 bits. The test has been carried out right after memory generation, i.e.
no manual intervention have been done in order to complete parts in the
memory.

Boxes marked OK imply that no changes have to be made in order
to pass the check. Lower level instances may however need changes.
Boxes with text in them describe faults that have to be corrected in order
to pass the check. Boxes that are left empty imply that the check has not
been made. In most cases there are nothing wrong with the cell, but tem-
porary changes have to be made in order to pass the check. This is be-
cause the cell is not supposed to work properly on its own.

Cell DRC Extract LVS

enableR_za OK Add ptap OK

enableL_za OK Add ptap OK

read_enableR_za OK Add ptap OK

read_enableL_za OK Add ptap OK

pullup2 OK ntap and nwell 
has to be moved

OK

sense_amp_circu
it

OK ntap and nwell 
has to be moved

VDD/VGND 
nets has to be 
connected to-
gether

sramcellza OK Add ptap OK

write_circuit OK OK OK

write_za OK OK OK
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array_row OK OK Error including 
M8 occur

array_block_who
le

OK Add ptap

block_whole nwell 
space

bl_dec_block_w
hole

Pldd 
space, 
met3 notch

Add ntap

bl_dec_block_w
hole_tot

OK Add ntap

bl_dec_whole_bl
ock_nor

OK

bl_dec_whole_bl
ock_nor_inv

OK

bl_dec_whole_bl
ock_inv1

OK

bl_dec_whole_bl
ock_inv2

OK

block_dec_whol
e_nand_inv

OK Add ntap

data_buffer OK Add ptap

data_buffer_nan
d

OK Add ptap

data_nand_bit_to
_mem_IO

poly with-
out im-
plant. 
Met1 min 
area

Cell DRC Extract LVS
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dec_addr_buffer pplus 
width

Add ntap, ptap

dec_data_buffer OK Add ptap

dec_tot_buffer Metal1 
notch

Add ntap, ptap

delay_circuit Poly with-
out im-
plant.

Add ntap, ptap

delay_gates nwell, pldd 
has to be 
moved on 
two invert-
ers.

OK Add VDD/
VGND pins

delay_gates_inv OK Add ptap Add VDD/
VGND pins

delay_gates_nan
d_2in_inv_inv1

OK Add ptap, ntap Add VDD/
VGND pins

delay_gates_nan
d_2in_inv_nand

OK Add ptap Add VDD/ 
VGND, out pins.

delay_gates_nan
d_2in_inv_nand_
inv

OK OK Add VDD/
VGND pins

delay_gates_nan
d_3in_inv_nand

OK Add ptap, ntap Add VDD/
VGND pins

delay_gates_nan
d_3in_inv_nand_
inv

OK OK Add VDD/
VGND pins

delay_gates_nan
d_3in_inv_inv1

OK Add ptap, ntap Add VDD/
VGND pins

Cell DRC Extract LVS
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down_data_buffe
r

Off grid Add ptap

enableL_block_
whole

OK Add ptap Add WS/
WWL/VDD/
VGND pins. 
Connect VDD/
VGND nets.

enableR_block_
whole

OK Add ptap Add WS/
WWL/VDD/
VGND pins. 
Connect VDD/
VGND nets.

entry_delay_circ
uit

Poly with-
out im-
plant.

Add ntap, ptap

entry_pulse_circ
uit

OK Add ptap

entry_pulse_nan
d

OK Add ptap Add VDD/
VGND pins

floor_planning Problem 
with buff-
ers.

pullup_block_wh
ole

OK Add ntap Add VDD, 
pullup_enable 
pins.

read_enableL_bl
ock_whole

OK Add ptap

read_enableR_bl
ock_whole

OK Add ptap Terminals are 
missing in lay-
out.

Cell DRC Extract LVS
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row_dec_block_
whole

OK OK Add VDD/
VGND pins, 
connect VGND 
net. Devbad in 
M2, M3, M4, 
M6, M7, M8 
non cross-
match.

segment1 Metal 4 

sense_amp_bloc
k_whole

OK move nwell Termbad

write_block_who
le

OK OK Add VDD/
VGND pins. 
Change BL_bar 
pin to output.

Cell DRC Extract LVS
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På svenska

Detta dokument hålls tillgängligt på Internet – eller dess framtida ersättare –
under en längre tid från publiceringsdatum under förutsättning att inga extra-
ordinära omständigheter uppstår.

Tillgång till dokumentet innebär tillstånd för var och en att läsa, ladda ner,
skriva ut enstaka kopior för enskilt bruk och att använda det oförändrat för ick-
ekommersiell forskning och för undervisning. Överföring av upphovsrätten vid
en senare tidpunkt kan inte upphäva detta tillstånd. All annan användning av
dokumentet kräver upphovsmannens medgivande. För att garantera äktheten,
säkerheten och tillgängligheten finns det lösningar av teknisk och administrativ
art.
Upphovsmannens ideella rätt innefattar rätt att bli nämnd som upphovsman i den
omfattning som god sed kräver vid användning av dokumentet på ovan beskrivna
sätt samt skydd mot att dokumentet ändras eller presenteras i sådan form eller i
sådant sammanhang som är kränkande för upphovsmannens litterära eller konst-
närliga anseende eller egenart.

För ytterligare information om Linköping University Electronic Press se för-
lagets hemsida http://www.ep.liu.se/

In English

The publishers will keep this document online on the Internet - or its possible
replacement - for a considerable time from the date of publication barring excep-
tional circumstances.

The online availability of the document implies a permanent permission for
anyone to read, to download, to print out single copies for your own use and to
use it unchanged for any non-commercial research and educational purpose. Sub-
sequent transfers of copyright cannot revoke this permission. All other uses of
the document are conditional on the consent of the copyright owner. The pub-
lisher has taken technical and administrative measures to assure authenticity,
security and accessibility.

According to intellectual property law the author has the right to be men-
tioned when his/her work is accessed as described above and to be protected
against infringement.

For additional information about the Linköping University Electronic Press
and its procedures for publication and for assurance of document integrity, please
refer to its WWW home page: http://www.ep.liu.se/

© Markus Åkerman
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